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Here you can find the menu of Vocelli Pizza in Burke. At the moment, there are 16 menus and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Vocelli Pizza:

I often order from this place, and it is generally fantastic! Food is great, delivery is fast and friendly. But tonight I
decided to try the chicken pliers, and boy I was surprised that I received only 3 1/2 small tenders for the $11

price tag. Definitely it won't order again, but everything else was perfect! read more. You can use the WiFi of the
establishment free of charge. What User doesn't like about Vocelli Pizza:

Asked them to substitute mushrooms for black olives. They thought substitute meant double. Asked if there was
anything they could do, he offered new pizza and would take 20 minutes. Couldn?t wait and my other pizza

would then be cold. Asked for a credit he said no and offered me a free menu to take home. I guess I shouldn?t
have tipped in advance. read more. In Vocelli Pizza, a restaurant that serves Italian dishes in Burke, you can

expect original Italian cuisine, including classics like pizza and pasta, You'll find delicious South American cuisine
also on the menu. Ultimately, the restaurant presents a variety of light meals, which are definitely worth a try,

Don't miss the chance to try the delicious pizza, prepared straight out from the oven in an original way.
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P�z�
HAWAIIAN PIZZA

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

�tra�
EXTRA CHEESE

Snack�
BREADSTICKS
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PIZZA
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CHICKEN

GARLIC
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SPINAT

CHEESE

BACON

CRUDE
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ANANAS CHICKEN
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